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Our distinguished SoMe panel of oncologists



Top 10 List!
Advice coming from our experts



#1. Why are you on social media?
Do you have a mission statement? Do you have an identity? Do you have an audience?
Does it depend on career stage?

 Goals may include:
• COVID
• Scholarship/innovation
• Education
• Amplification 
• News
• Advocacy/politics
• Curiosity/boredom/baby animals





#2. How to get started?



#3. Promoting…and doing…research
An effective visual abstract…and a tweet to go with online publication!



#4. Promoting someone…



…or something!



@fumikochino

Twitter constitutes the majority of an article’s Altmetric score
Altmetric employs an algorithm to assign each item an automatically calculated score. Based 
on the volume and source of attention an item has received, the score is intended to reflect 
the reach or popularity of the research output.



#5. Understand risk and liability…and remember, 
your Tweets are part of the public record.

1. Know institutional policy (Talk with marketing and general counsel)
2. Don’t share HIPAA
3. NEVER comment re: Rx of a famous person at your institution (FC)





#6. The Goldilocks effect of SoMe



#7. How is social media treated in academic advancement?



#8. Building community
And how to deal with trolls and harassment by strangers…?



#9. Best piece of advice for colleagues starting out…



#10. Why do you stay on social media? 
aka #TwitterMigration: What are you going to do? 
Do we have a responsibility to stay?
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